
MTRL 466- Sensing Failure Weekly Meeting Minutes  
 

Date: September 12th, 2019 
 
Room: FF 313 
 
Week 2: Project definition 
 
Leader: Catherine Greenwood 
 
Secretary: Sofia McGurk 
  
Attendance: 

Individual  In Attendance 

Catherine Greenwood  Y 

 Jenna Moledina  Y 

 Clement Asiedu-Antwi   Y 

 Isabela Taketa  Y 

 Aleisha Cerny   Y 

 Sofia McGurk   Y 

  
Agenda: 
1. Actions since last meeting 

○ Problem definition 
■ NEED: Create a mechanism to detect defects in an FDM print run. 
■ OBJECTIVE: Minimize material and time waste (part rejection) during an 

FDM print run. 
■ VARIABLES: Sensory methods 
■ CONSTRAINTS:  

● Cost- Must be under $400-$500 
● Material  
● Non-contact 
● Confirm budget 

 
D: Cost conscious solution is best- make it worthwhile for consumers. Cost of printer is $300 so 
keep it under that (Ursa 3? Is the model). FDM will go into microscope lab. 
Cat: Add action to go check FDM out.  
D: What do you mean by mechanism? 
C/ J: Tool to monitor language used so as to not focus on a certain solution (or limit creative 
ideas just yet). 
D: Mechanism is mechanical solution- gears or cause and effect. Maybe want to re word it.  
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D: What are defects that we are going to focus on?  
All: Will discuss further.  
 
2. Literature Review 

● FDM- Basic Working Principles. 
○ CAD drawing to slicer (software) to printer. Molten polymer is extruded and 

deposited in a layer by layer fashion.  
 

D: CAD outputs STL, then you upload STL file to program to slicer. Slicer cuts STL into layers, 
coordinates, path that gantry will take (x, y), how much filling in is to be done, contouring, and 
speed. Slicer outputs a G code file to the printer. Printer reads line by line to make the product.  
 

● FDM- What materials are being used? 
○ Body: ABS, PC and PEI 
○ Support: PPSF or something like water soluble wax 

 
D: we don't have most common one on there… PLA is way more forgiving than ABS and is the 
most common one used today. 
D: Wax does not look like it prints very well- gaps between the layers. 
 

● FDM- What are the most common methods of error? Source [5]  
○ Detachment  
○ Missing material flows 
○ Deformed object 
○ Surface errors  
○ Deviation from the model  

 
C: Layers not sticking is an example of a deformed object. 
D: How is missing material flow different from surface errors? 
S: Bumpy surface versus smooth surface- easy for humans to see but hard for a machine to 
detect. 
D: Sometimes you can get beads that ooze and drip if nozzle clogged and then comes free. 
THe extruder pushes out same amount it was supposed to even if part moved or deformed (less 
material needed). 
D: Powder bed what do you guys know? 
Cat: Use powder then sinter then repeat. 
D: Powder bed has lots of internal channels. Sinter powder at location where you want your 
part. That way you can print into “open air” as the powder acts as a layer. Blow away powder 
after. For FDM must use support to make overhangs as you cannot print into thin air. 
Cat: can you stop extruding move and then restart? 
D: Kind of. You can slow down by feeding less filament before hitting point at which you will 
move (FDM still flowing) then stop. Next the print bed will drop, extruder will move then bed will 
be raised again and process restarted (That is all in the G code software). 
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● What is “process monitoring” 
 

Cat: Is there a difference? 
D: Yes they are different. Monitor - collecting some data. Could be anything i.e: could look into 
room to see if printer is still on or not. Question is what are you monitoring and how are you 
going to do it? 
 

● What is “process control” 
 

D: Take measure and see if process is working or do you need to change it? Correct for errors 
while running.  
 

● How does fit into industry 4.0 & Industrial internet of things? 
○ AM is the 4th wave of the industrial revolution 
○ Project aim is to reduce waste via machine learning - More control to the user  

 
D: Impression is that it is enhanced real time monitoring. There is interest in developing real 
time control processes. Internet of things refers to processes that are self aware.  
 

● Is there an off the shelf solution?  
○ Microsoft Azure Kinect (IR sensor, company using it currently is Datamesh who 

want “to create software that can compare CAD models to physical parts in on 
the factory floor in real time and in high resolution”. 
https://www.designnews.com/design-hardware-software/hololens-2-microsoft-
focuses-on-mixed-realitys-time-value/164385451960335) 
 

J: Used the old kinect this summer but the new one is to be more industry based. Compare CAD 
models to physical models. Part ID and anomaly detection in manufacturing. Look at depth and 
time of flight (shape) we could look into this. $400 so might be too expensive.  
 

 
● What sort of  signals can you sense during FDM run? 

○ Acoustic 
https://msse.gatech.edu/publication/IJAMT_FDMmonitor_wu.pdf?fbclid=IwAR30
Hj__iaIY1Le6LNCbPbL7Of969dvuIeQJN21G3owit4eTOrZ4yNTnZ5s 

○ Optical  
○ Thermal  
○ Dimensional/ Depth  
○ Smell  

 
J: Optical is go pro or something. 
D: There is a difference between monitoring the part as a whole and see if evolving way you 
want it to. We are interested in: on a particular layer can you identify defects? Looking straight 

https://www.designnews.com/design-hardware-software/hololens-2-microsoft-focuses-on-mixed-realitys-time-value/164385451960335
https://www.designnews.com/design-hardware-software/hololens-2-microsoft-focuses-on-mixed-realitys-time-value/164385451960335
https://msse.gatech.edu/publication/IJAMT_FDMmonitor_wu.pdf?fbclid=IwAR30Hj__iaIY1Le6LNCbPbL7Of969dvuIeQJN21G3owit4eTOrZ4yNTnZ5s
https://msse.gatech.edu/publication/IJAMT_FDMmonitor_wu.pdf?fbclid=IwAR30Hj__iaIY1Le6LNCbPbL7Of969dvuIeQJN21G3owit4eTOrZ4yNTnZ5s
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down on object. Not sure we know how these errors manifest in FDM but we do in print bed - 
beware. 
Cat: Put onto nozzle is an option.  
D: What are you looking for for specifics? 
J: What has been done and familiarization with process. Understand the software. 
D: Not sure software will help. Try instead to understand the scale of defect. Change in 
temperature- how accurate measurement would you need. No way of monitoring printer unless 
you are there for hours. Misprint is it a tiny hole or huge thing? How fine a measurement you 
need? 
Cat: Specific lit review on errors. What they are and specific cases. 
D: Optical sensor, thermal, etc… what can you detect with it? But also what is the cost? 
Cat: Narrow to 3 solutions  by MT 
D: 3 at MT is ok. Forsure 1 solution quickly thereafter.  
Cat: Compare 3 during MT and provide the option we are going to focus on after that.  

 
● Engineering Critique- Anticipated challenges  

● Defining the scope of the project: defects, and others 
● Programming- how to? 

 
3. Gantt chart  

○ Discuss if our schedule is reasonable- do we need full term or just up to MT? 
 

D: Complete until the end of the semester  but it is a living document so you can make edits.  
 

4. Questions for Daan: (See above for the answers) 
○ Confirm budget for the product that we create 
○ Clarify process monitoring and process control 

 
5. Next steps 

○ Update Gantt Chart 
○ Write the proposal report 

  
6. Questions for next time 

● Discuss the potential complications with the project 
● Ask for any advice on how to determine the scope of the project 
● Discuss the team not listing personal work hours 

 
6. Action Items: 

  Item Assigned To 

1. Proposal report due September 23rd  All 

2. Familiarize with the FDM machine  All 

3.  Complete Gantt chart to the end of the semester All 
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4.  Pick the errors that we will be detecting for  All 

5.  Lit review on common errors and what causes them 
in FDM.  

All 

  
  
7. Next Meeting Time: September 18th sometime from 3-5 pm.  
 

 


